Bulletproof change and version management

for Adobe InCopy
axaio MadeToCompare provides an ideal change and version control tool for publishers, editorial teams, agencies and more, working with Adobe InCopy. The plug-in detects and visualizes even the minutest differences between two document versions.

Key Features

- Detects changed, removed and inserted words and paragraphs
- Controls deleted and added spaces, line breaks, parting lines and sentences as well as paragraphs that have been moved
- Displays all differences in a dynamically generated and configurable HTML document
- Writes and saves test results in a text file
- Directly links locations in the compare result page to the correct locations in the master text
- Works in all InCopy modes as proof sheets, text sections, layouts

Benefits

- Delivers huge time savings by automatically detecting differences and version changes
- Increase of safety through accuracy and quality
- Cost reduction through time savings and error minimization during texting
- Streamlines the collaboration between different players, e.g. team members, freelancers and customers
- Easy and reliable handling

Pricing

1 user license
990 Euro
Integration with Publishing Systems

- vjoon K4 or WoodWing Enterprise
- Lists editorial differences
- Controls different versions of an article
Overview of all correction symbols (symbols and colors individually customizable per CSS)

General

- Supports Adobe InCopy CS6-CC
- For Mac and Windows
- For integration with vjoon K4 and WoodWing Enterprise
Publishers

Typically, teams of several editors simultaneously work on a large number of texts and articles, against the deadlines! axiao MadeToCompare is the ideal text modification checker and document version tracker for publisher teams using Adobe InCopy.

Copywriters and print prepress departments

Especially text heavy or highly specialized documents in multiple languages and versions, requiring external assistance by copywriters. MadeToCompare is the perfect tool to track versions and verify text content correctness. The use of MadeToCompare simplifies document production for multiple media applications in multiple language versions, and reduces human errors.

Agencies

This allows all internal and external players in the content production chain to maintain the necessary accuracy throughout their writing projects. The use of MadeToCompare simplifies document production for multiple media applications in multiple language versions, improves efficient editorial collaboration, reduces human errors, and facilitates adherence to customer’s corporate brand requirements.

Business reports

With MadeToCompare for InCopy, differences are easily detected between last year’s numbers and company information compared to those of the current year. Thanks to a clear listing, all important company data can be checked with regards to accuracy and necessary information will not get lost.
About axaio software

axaio software optimizes and standardizes output automation processes and content correction workflows for Adobe InDesign/InDesign Server, InCopy, Illustrator and QuarkXPress environments. axaio MadeToPrint vastly enhances reliability in PDF creation and automated export to different other file formats. MadeToPrint seamlessly integrates into editorial environments based on vjoon K4, WoodWing Enterprise, Van Gennep PlanSystem4 and Quark Publishing Platform, for a status-based output.

Another topic axaio software is focusing on is the generation of accessible PDF documents from within Adobe InDesign, with its tool MadeToTag.

axaio solutions are in use by publishing houses, advertisement agencies, prepress service providers, public agencies, insurance companies and packaging industry.